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   1. Let A = (a.) be an infinite sequence of integers not necessarily different

from each other. For any integers 1' and ml}l2 we denote by AN(i m) the

number of terms a. (1 :-i{n:SIV) satisfying the condition a.iMd(mod m). Following

I. NivEN [2], we say that the sequence A is uniformly distributed (mod m) if the

                                   '                             11                          X,g,}oolgiAN(d, M) ==iii

exists for all integers 7' , 1:$i<=m. If A is uniformiy distributed (mod m) for

every integer ml) 2, A is said to be uniformly distributed.

   NivEN [2] has shown that the sequence ([ne]) with irrational 0 is uniformly

distributed. Indeed, this fact is equivalent to the well-known BoHL-SiERpi53sKi-WEyL

theorem to the effect that the sequence (nO) with irrational 0 is uniformly dis-

tributed (mod l). '
   We have proved in [3] the following theorem which is the analogue of the

celebrated WEyL criterion for the uniform distribution (mod 1) of sequences of

real numbers. -
   Theorem 1. Let A = (a.) be a seqaence of integers. A necessary and szdicient

condition for the seqz{ence A to be uniformly distributed (mod m), m212, is that

                          iGl'ineill}SN(A･ iZ)-o

                                  '
for all integers h, 1 $ h :$ m - 1, where

                            N
                   SN(A, t)==Xe(a.t), e(t) == e2rtit.

                           n=r1

   In fact, we have

                   s.(A, ili) =tt/',AN(i', m)e(i:ti),
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so that

                    l*. ,i ' s. (A, li･ Z) 2 .. .#.,(A. (,; .,) --£i)2.

Theorem 1 follows from this relation at once.

   The next result is due to NivEN [2, Theorem 5.1]:

   Theorem 2. ILf a sequence A == (a.) of integers is unifbrmlpt distributed (mod m),

m2112, then A is unijbrmly distributed (mod d) for all divisors d of m, d)2.

   In order to see this it will suthce, by virtue of Theorem 1, to observe that,

fordlm, d)2, each of the fractions le/d (1 :.{ le :ilid-1) appears at least once

among 'the fra,ction's h/'m <1 :.:{, h :h{; m - 1)..

' 2. 0n the other hand, W. NA'RKiEwicz ,[1] in'troduced the concept of weakly

unifo' ¥m dist/fibu'tioh ot sequences ef intege' r$ as follows. L'et A=(a,.) be an .infin.ite

sequence of integers. L･et m･be ,ah 'integer 23 a･nd suppose that the number S.N

(m) of terms a. (1 ::;l n ::ill N) with (a., m) == 1 tends to infinity with N. Then, the

sequence A is said to be weakly uniformly distributed (mod m) if for every in-

teger ]' with (7', m) =1 one has

                             AN(i, m)- 1
                         iJltlM.. sN(m) H ¢(m)"

                                         '
where AN(yi, nz) ,i's a･s before the number 'of terms a. i!j <rnod ･'vaz), 1:$n;SllV]

and ¢Cm) is t･he Eulier totient f,unction,. I.f A ･is wea,kly uniformly distr,rbuted

(mod m) for 'every 'ini e' ger ･m)･3, -we /say that Ais wea/kay un/iformgy distribvtted.

   Thus the sequence (P,,) of all prime numbers (arranged in increasing ,erdier)

is weakly un･iformly dlstributed, /as is /r･eadi'ly 'seen from tine prime' tammber

theorem fe'r arit･hmeta-cal 'p're'gressio'ns.

   Now, let A == (a.) be a sequence of integers and put for any residue cltaracter

x tmbd ･m), ･m }i 3,

                                    N
                          SN(A, x) =- Z x-(an)･

                                    n=tr

If z = xo is the principal character (mod m), then

                                     N'
                           S.(A, x,) ==X1 :- S.(m).

                                     n=1
                           ' (a., fn) =::1

Since we have for each x (mod m)

                                   ･in ,                         S.(.A, ,z)==,,4.,AN(j', ･m)x(1'), Sl
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we find

            .(.Z.,.) SN(A, x) 2= ip(m) tV.'ti (A.(i, m) - S¢N( £g2))2.

              x=xo (g; fn)==1

    Thus we have proved the following result of NARKiEwicz [1].

    Theorem 3. Let A == (a.) be a sequence of integers. A necessary and szdi7cient

coredition for the sequence A to be wealely ztnijbrmly distributed (mod m), where

                          lim SN(A, xe) = oo
                          NL-.oo

and

                          li. SN(A, x) = o

                              N(A, xo)                          N-ceS

for all characters x f zo (mod m).

   There is an analogue of Theorem 2 for weakly uniform distribution of in-

tegers. In order to state our result we first introduce the notion of fe-weakly

uniform distribution of sequences of integers, where le is a positive integer.

   Let A =:: (a.) be a sequence of integers. Let k be a positive integer and let

A(k) be the subsequence of A consisting of al! a. in A with (a. k>=1. The

sequence A is said to be k-weakly uniformly distributed (mod m), where m:-l}i3,

if the sequence A(k) is weak!y uniformly distributed (mod m). If A is fe-weakly

uniformly distributed (mod m) for every m;l3, A is said to be k-weakly uniformly

distributed.

   Again, the sequence (P.) of all prime numbers is k-weakly uniformly dis-

tributed for every fixed fe 21 1.

   It will be clear that each of 1-weakly and n2-weakly tmiform distributions

(mod m), ml3, is equivalent to weakly uniform distribution (mod m). AIso,

weakly uniform distribution (mod [fe, m]), where fe -T.=. 1 and ml."3, implies k-weakly

uniform distribution (mod m), but not conversely. (Here we denote by [a, b] the

least common multiple of two integers a and b. )

   For fe-wealdy uniform distribution of sequepces of integers our Theorem 3

takes the following form :

   Theorem 3 bis. A necessary and szofcient condition that a sequence A == (a.) of

integers be fe-wealeIN uniformly distrthuted (mod m), where k">.1 and m>3, is that
                                                          -
              '
                         lim SN(A(k), ze) = oo
                         M} co

and
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                          iim SN(A(iC-), z) ..,o

                          Ar-･oo SN(A(k),ze)

for all claaracters x i4 xo (mod m).

   We are now able to formulate the analogue of Theorem 2.

   Theorem 4. ILIf a sequence A == (a.) of integers is weafely uniformly distribztted

(mod m), m211L3, then A is m-wealely uniformly distributed (mod d) for all divisors

d of m, d2}i 3.

   Note that for d1m a reduced residue system (mod m) induces in the natural

way a reduced residue system (mod d) with multiplicity ¢(m)/ip(d). Theorem 4

follows from this directly, or via Theorem 3. '
   3. We now study a little the relation between uniform distribution and

weakly uniform distribution of sequences of integers.

   Theorem 5. if a sequence of izitegers (a.) is uniformly distributed (mod m),

mlllil3, then the sequence (a. +c) is weafely unijbrmly distributed (mod m) for all

integers c.

   Proof. By Theorem 2, it follows from the assumption on the sequence (a.)

that (a.) is uniformly distributed (mod d) for all d1m, d2. In2 (and also for d=:= 1

trivially), and, if we write for any integer ]'

                                 N
                        AN(j, d)=a + RN(d, d),

then

                   RN(1', d) -- o(N) for Ar -> oo.

    We have, therefore, for any integerc

                    defN N
             SN(c; m) == 1 -= = X lt(d)
                      n=1 n=l dl(an+c,7n)
                    (an+c,7il)--1

                              N
                    -l2:il/t(d) i:l:li] 1:- Zrt(d)AN(-c, d)

                      d(?n n=1 dim
                          a.+c=-O(d)

                    =iii, li,.lt (d)(I[¥ + R"(-C, d))

                       ¢(m)                    = m N+iiiJil.ft(d)RN(-c, d),

where Ft(d) is the M6bius function, so that
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Hence if
     '
IKn<N - === }

we wrlte

 then we

S.(c

   O(m)

AN(c; 1:' m) for

 have

;m) Ar
   :=: m +o(N) for N--> co.

the number of integers a. +c -= ] (mod m),

                   A.(c; j, m) = A.(1' - c, m)

                               N
                             -=- + o(N)
                               m

                             ..SN5f;,i)M)+ ,(s.(, ; m))

for N-), oo. This last relation holds for any integer 7' and, a fortiori, for any

integer ]' with (]', m) == 1. Thus the sequence (a. + c) is weakly uniformly dis-

tributed (mod m).

   A converse of Theorem 5 is the following

   Theorem 6. Let m be an integer .>..r3 and suPPose that a sequence of integers

(a.) be such that the sequence (a. + c) is wealely zmiformly distributed (mod m) .for

all integers c, O;$Ic:$lm-1. Then, if m is odd, the sequence Ca.) i.s uniformly

distributed (mod m); whereas if m is even, the sequence (a.) is not necessarily

un･ijbrmly distributed (mod m).

   Proof. Case of odd m. From the assumption on the sequence (a.) it follows

that the sequence (a.+c) is weakly uniformly distributed (mod m) for any integer

c. Let c be an arbitrary integer and 1' be any integer with (7', m)=1. Again, we

denote by AN(c;7', m) the number of integers a.+c=- 1' (mod m), ISn$IV. Then

we have, by assumption,

AN(c
       SN(c ; m)
; 1', m)-
         ip(m)

+ (?N(C ; IL, m),

where

SN(C
       N
; m) = l:Slij 1;$IN

      7･l==:1
    (a.+c,m)=1

and

Q.(c ; y', m)= o(SN(c ; m)) = o(N) for N-> co.

Now we have for N-)･oo

AN(c; 1, m) =
S.(c; m)

¢(m)
+ o(N)
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and, since (2, m)=1,

                           SN(c +1; m)
            AN(c -l- 1; 2, m) ==                                      + o(N).
                               ip(m)

Hence, on noticing that AN(c; 1, m) = AN(c +1; 2, m) for all N we find

                   SN(c ; m) = S.(c +1; m.) + o(N),

so that

                   fn-1
                   = SN(a ; m) == mSN(c ; m) + o(IV)

                   a==O

for any particular c. Therefore, it follows from the relation

            N='.iZ.-.iAN("; ]', m) ==ip(l.) '.ii=-iSN("; m)+ o(Af),

where ]' i's any integer with (1', m) =: 1, that

                          SN(C; M)                                   N
                                  =-+ o(N)
                           ip (m) m

or

                                      N
                          A. (c; i, m) ==-                                        + o(N).
                                      m

Since the integerc is arbitrary and AN(c;]', m) :== AN(ti-c, m), we obtain for

N -)p oo

                                    N
                          A.(j, m) == -                                      + o(N)
                                    m

for all 7', 1;E{j-Slm Thus the sequence (a.) is uniformly distributed (mod m).

   Case of even m. Consider the sequence (a.) of integers obtained by arranging

in increasing order from the set of non-negative integers Mb u Mi, where

            Mo == {a =- O, 2, 4, ･･･, m - 2 (mod m)}

and

            Mi ={a !ii 1, 3, 5, ･･･, m-1 (mod 2m)}.

One may easily verify that the sequnce (a. + c) is weakly uniformly distributed

(mod m) for all integers c, but (a.) is not uniformly distributed (mod m).
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